Developing your
drug targets
Find out how we work
with academic scientists
to develop new drugs

Drug discovery
is expensive,
risky and
diﬀicult

Why work
with us?
We work in any disease

▶ Novel molecular targets in any

Many exciting new drug

area. Our mission is to

disease area with an unmet

generate new and better

medical need

targets arise from academic
discoveries. However,
academic scientists often lack

Clinical need

medicines to improve
patients’ lives.

research or attract an
industrial partner.
We can help bridge this gap
and accelerate your research
to generate new small

Global focus
We collaborate with
academics and universities
around the world and have
active projects in UK,
Europe, US and China.

molecule or antibody drugs.

Collaborative
model
Our drug discovery scientists

relevant tools, assays

laboratories and teams of

reagents and disease models

highly experienced drug
discovery scientists.

integral members of the
project team. By working
together we aim to develop

▶ Druggable targets,
e.g. receptors, secreted
proteins, enzymes and ion
channels

four drugs that have
reached market and are
currently treating patients.
Another ten projects have
been partnered and are in
pre-clinical or clinical
development.

Discuss your
research
Please contact us to discuss your
research and potential for an

and models.
Academic collaborators are

therapeutic eﬀect

e.g. access to enabling assays,

We provide the expertise

expertise and access to

modulation would have a

We have state-of-the-art

We have helped develop

provide biology and disease

confidence that target

disease biology expertise,

Track record

Our academic collaborators

target to human disease and

Expertise

with academic researchers.

of preclinical drug discovery.

▶ Strong evidence linking the

▶ Academic collaborators with

work in close collaboration

and resources for all aspects

▶ New approaches to modulate
a known disease target

access to facilities, expertise
or funding to translate their

We are
looking for:

application. It is never too early to

Not for profit
We are a self-funded
not-for-profit organisation.
We cover all of our

new drug candidates and

own costs and share

partner these to industry for

downstream revenues with

clinical development.

our academic partners.

talk to us about your ideas.
Please contact the team on:

+44 (0)20 7391 2826
targets@tech.mrc.ac.uk

70 + SCIENTISTS

Application
process

Collaborative projects

TARGET
IDENTIFICATION

ASSAY DEVELOPMENT

Many of our scientists come from

Our biologists develop new industry
standard assays or adapt pre-existing
assays necessary for screening, hit
confirmation and functional
characterisation of new molecules.

pharmaceutical backgrounds and have

Academic scientists
submit proposals on
promising new molecular
drug targets. We also work
with university TTOs to
review existing portfolios.

EVALUATION
Our due diligence team
assesses the potential of
each proposal through
a two-stage application
process and projects
are selected by
a panel of drug
discovery experts.

40 + PARTNERSHIPS
We collaborate with research
organisations from around the
world. We have active projects
with academics in UK, Europe,

SCREENING

Assay development

HIT TO LEAD OPTIMISATION

Antibody humanisation

Our medicinal chemists develop
structure-activity relationships (SAR)
to improve potency, solubility and
physico-chemical properties of hit
series to turn them into drug-like
molecules.
For antibody projects we humanise
and engineer the antibodies to obtain
optimal binding aﬀinity, functional
eﬀicacy and robust biophysical
properties to generate a lead candidate.

PROOF OF CONCEPT

Universities

PARTNERING

Research institutes

We develop novel IP and a robust
supporting data package suitable for
partnering to pharmaceutical or
biotechnology companies.

Pharma and biotech
companies

Post-partnering

callfortargets.org

industry standard. Our expertise covers:

Small molecule libraries

We work with:

Medical research
charities

successful drug discovery projects to

We carry out high throughput
screening using proprietary in-house
compound libraries. For antibody
projects we screen antibodies for
binding to the target antigen.

Candidate molecules are tested in
relevant animal models of disease and
human tissues/cells.

US and China.

experience running and delivering

Structural biology / in silico screening
High-throughput screening
Medicinal chemistry

Antibody engineering
ADME/DMPK
Pharmacology

10 PARTNERED ASSETS
We have partnered ten small molecule
or antibody projects with industry that
are still in active pre-clinical or clinical
development in a range of indications:
Alzheimer’s disease
Cardiovascular disease
Fibrosis
Inflammation
Oncology
Parkinson’s disease

4

DRUGS

CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

We have helped develop four drugs

Industrial partners have the resources
to further develop our drug candidates
and take them into clinical trials.
If one of our projects reaches the
market any milestone and royalty
payments we receive are shared with
our academic collaborators.

that are currently on the market and
transforming patient lives:
Keytruda® (Merck) - oncology
Tysabri® (Biogen IDEC) - multiple sclerosis
Actemra® (Roche) - rheumatoid arthritis
Entyvio® (Takeda) - ulcerative colitis

MRC Technology is an
independent life science medical
research charity committed to
drastically improving positive
patient outcomes everywhere.
As a champion for human health,
MRC Technology partners with
academic, biotechnology,
pharmaceutical and charity
organisations to move promising
medical research forward into
viable and accessible patient
treatments.
Our people combine
commercialisation and IP
management skills with
diagnostic and drug discovery
expertise, specialising in small
molecule and therapeutic
antibodies.
MRC Technology projects have led
to the approved drugs Tysabri®,
Actemra®, Entyvio® and Keytruda®;
changing the lives of countless
patients by harnessing the
potential of science.
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